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5. LUSQUINOS is deeply committed to following procedures to
produce the lowest possible carbon
footprint. All components used in
the manufacturing of their shoes
are internationally certified, including their natural and harmlessly harvested crepe and cork
components. LUSQUINOS is completely environmentally friendly.
Their shoes are organic from sole
to lace, manufactured locally in
northern Portugal without plastic,
metal or chemicals. lusquinos.com
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7. FILIPPA K debuts its Autumn/
Winter 2021 collection, What Lies
Within. The designs return to the
brand’s core values—authenticity,
confidence and simplicity—while
looking forward with a renewed
sense of self-assurance. Through
a less-is-more design approach,
FILIPPA K empowers the wearer
to find strength in who they are.
filippa-k.com

6. From idea to design to finished
garment, ANNETTE RUFEGER’s
collection fits because no one has
to pretend for her. It is made so
that everyone can find their own
style and feel comfortable in it.
This cosy blouson in pastel shades
promises a good mood! The cut
features a kimono sleeve with a
special gusset shape, making for
the perfect fit. The extra wide knit
cuff also adds shape and figure.
annetterufeger.de
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4. REMEANT is a high-quality,
colourful and innovative textile
made from upcycled single-use
plastics. Due to the creation process, each piece of fabric produced
is unique. REMEANT’s durable
and fashionable products encourage a slow approach to fashion
for lasting, one-of-a-kind-products
that will keep their appearance and
their colour as vivid as the day you
got them. remeant.com
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3. NUMBERING is a genderless
jewellery brand that presents sustainable and cruelty-free production. The brand adds a variety of
new shades for precious metals to
its rings, bracelets and necklaces.
The new collection allows anyone
to personalize the volume of their
jewellery, either by layering or
mixing and matching with bolder
items. numberingwebsite.com

2. The Artisanal Josa Collage Heeled
Boots by PEET DULLAERT feature a 24K gold hand-plated brass
collage that is hand-sewn. The
boots are shaped in a textured,
hand-painted, vegan suede fabric. Each shoe is uniquely stamped
by hand with the brand’s logo.
peetdullaert.com
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1. ALICIA VICTORIA stands for
naturalness and consistency. Their
bags use leather from organic
farmers that is chrome-free and
vegetable-tanned. Every product
is unique as the natural characteristics of the leather are allowed
to show through —scars, holes,
mosquito bites— these are not taboos, they are desired! This individuality comes from the fact that
the brand uses leather holistically.
Areas that are normally discarded
are transformed into design elements instead. aliciavictoria.de
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8. Contemporary sustainable fashion and lifestyle brand SABINNA
is delighted to announce its latest
limited-edition collaboration with
Berlin-based empowering ceramics
brand, POWER POTTERY. Viola
Hänsel, the designer behind
POWER POTTERY, has chosen
to focus particularly on underrepresented female body features
with the aim of normalizing
them, celebrating the body in all
its facets. powerpottery.de

